PRECISION TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST INSTRUCTOR OPPORTUNITY IN THE UPPER MIDWEST: This person is only required to be on campus for 9 months, with summers off. The ideal candidate for this position will be someone who is currently involved in the ag industry on the precision ag/GPS/VRT side of the business for an ag equipment company, agronomy retailer or other agronomy-related business, or an experienced Custom Applicator who is heavily involved in VRT, GPS, GIS, is computer savvy and must have a minimum of 3 years of experience - they also require, at minimum, a 2-year ag-related degree. Someone who is currently teaching in agriculture would naturally be an excellent fit as well. This institution has state of the art agricultural facilities that include new service bays, labs etc., a 96% placement rate. Responsibilities will include: developing lesson plans, course instruction, assist in recruiting, advising and counseling students, maintain equipment, facilities and supply inventory, work with businesses in the ag industry in obtaining donated equipment and supplies, etc.
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